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Abstract 

We focus on optical slotted WDM/TDM broadcast-and-select networks 

with N wavelengths and N nodes. Nodes are equipped with one tunable 

transmitter with non-negligible tuning times and one fixed receiver. We 

propose a novel scheduling algorithm, exploiting the multi-hop approach, 

to shorten the duration of the transmission scheduling period. A simu

lation based analysis of the algorithm shows that it leads to significant 

performance improvements with respect to previous single-hop propos

als. We also describe a single-hop scheduling algorithm that performs 

slightly better than previous proposals 
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INTRODUCTION 

All-optical broadcast-and-select networks that use WDM (wavelength 

division multiplexing) as well as TDM (time division multiplexing) can 

provide transparent support to several simultaneous very-high-speed 

end-to-end communications, provided that adequate protocols are de

fined to dynamically share the available network resources. 

A number of access protocol proposals for all-optical WDM/TDM broad

cast-and-select networks appeared in the literature, some based on ran

dom access approaches (see [lJ and references therein), some based on 

a deterministic schedule of the transmissions from the different traffic 

sources [2, 3, 4J in circuit switching scenarios; in this paper we discuss 

novel scheduling protocols of the latter type. 

We assume that the all-optical WDM/TDM broadcast-and-select net

work is based on a broadcast topology (e.g. a star) in which W wave

lengths are available for node-to-node communications, and that nodes 

are equipped with one full-duplex transceiver; hence, each node can 

be source and destination of at most one data flow at any given time. 

By tuning the nodes transceivers and by dynamically allocating the W 

available wavelengths, full network connectivity is achieved. Transmis

sion channels are assumed to be slotted and synchronized; each slot can 

accommodate the transmission of one packet. 

The time required to tune the node transceivers is not assumed to be 

negligible with respect to the packet transmission times; in fact, with 

the presently available optical components, the tuning latency can be 

equal to several packet transmission times [5, 6J. Access protocols that 

require a separate tuning action for each packet transmission yield very 

limited throughput under these conditions. As a consequence, it is nec

essary to devise simple (hence fast) algorithms to contiguously schedule 

transmissions on the same wavelength, so that transceiver tuning times 

do not significantly affect the network throughput. 
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The problem of finding an optimum transmission schedule in presence 

of significant tuning latencies was already extensively analyzed [7, 8, 9]. 

It can be formalized in the following way. 

GIVEN a requested traffic matrix R, whose elements Tsd are 

the numbers of packets that must be transmitted from any 

node s to any node d in a scheduling period, FIND a time/wave

length assignment that guarantees the delivery of the re

quested traffic, while MINIMIZING the time necessary to ac

commodate all transmissions, SUBJECT TO technological con

straints. 

In [7] the single-hop scheduling problem was shown to be NP-hard. Sev

eral heuristic approaches for the determination of good schedules were 

proposed by other authors [8, 9]. 

Most of the proposals that appeared in the literature aimed at the min

imization of the scheduling period duration assuming that all packets 

must be transmitted in single-hop fashion (Le., packets are directly 

transferred from their source to their destination with just one trans

mission). This may not necessarily be the best approach when tuning 

latencies are long. 

In this paper, we present a novel heuristic approach for the identifica

tion of good single-hop schedules, which yields slightly larger through

put than the schedules resulting from previous proposals. Moreover, we 

show that significant throughput gains can be obtained by transmitting 

selected packet flows in multi-hop fashion, i.e., by routing them through 

intermediate nodes. Since we aim at throughput maximization, we do 

not optimize delays, and we assume that, in the case of multi-hop trans

missions, the successive hops that a packet must traverse are scheduled 

in successive scheduling frames. 

The problem of defining an optimal schedule (i.e., a schedule that maxi

mizes the system throughput) when some traffic flows can be transmitted 
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in multi-hop fashion, will be formalized as an Integer Linear Program

ming (ILP) problem, hence shown to be NP-hard. 

To reduce complexity, we propose in this paper a heuristic approach to 

the multi-hop scheduling problem solution, based on two separate steps. 

In the first step, the set of traffic flows that are conveniently transmitted 

in either single-hop or multi-hop fashion is determined; for each multi

hop flow, the flow routing, Le., the set of intermediate nodes traversed by 

the flow, is also defined. As a result of this first step, the single-hop traffic 

matrix S is derived from R: each element Sij of S is equal to the sum of 

the number of packets of the traffic flows that, according to the solution 

found, are to be transmitted in single-hop fashion from node i to node 

j. In the second step, a single-hop scheduling algorithm is run in order 

to define the time/wavelength schedule for packet transmissions. The 

algorithm adopted in this second step represents itself an improvement 

over previously proposed algorithms. 

THE MULTI-HOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM 

We consider a network with N nodes, each node being provided with 

one tunable transmitter and one fixed receiver. We denote by W the 

number of available wavelengths, and we assume W = N, so that each 

wavelength leads to a different destination. The transmitters tuning 

latency, i.e. the time required to tune from a wavelength to a different 

one, is taken to be T slots. Thus, two transmissions from the same 

source at different wavelengths must be separated by at least T empty 

slots. 

Although we consider in this paper the case of transmitter tunability, 

both the formalization of the problem, and the proposed heuristic, can 

easily be extended to the case of receiver tunability, and to a more 

general context in which both transmitters and receivers are tunable 

with significant latencies; similar extensions can be devised if the number 

of wavelengths is not equal to the number of nodes. 
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Problem Formalization 

Define the binary variables vij that describe the logical topology of the 

network, i.e. the pattern of logical links in the network, where i and j re

fer to node indexes. A logical link i -+ j exists if packets are transmitted 

in single-hop fashion from node i to node j: 

. . {1 if a logical link i -+ j exists 
vtJ = 

o otherwise 

Define the binary variables bif that describe the routing on the logical 

topology, where i,j, s, and d all refer to node indexes, such that: 

bl!1 = { 1 if the traffic flow s '* d is routed through link i -+ j 
tJ h. o ot erWlse 

If we assume that the whole traffic flow from node s to node d follows 

the same route (this constraint guarantees the sequential delivery of 

transmitted packets to their destinations), the variables vij and bif must 

satisfy the following constraints, deriving from such assumption, from 

the fact that traffic flows must travel over existing logical links, and from 

the flow conservation at each intermediate node: 

'" bsd < 1 SJ-
j 

Lbif = Lbji if j "I s, j"l d 
k 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Define the binary variables t;j, that describe the transmission activity, 

where superscripts i and j refer to node indexes, and subscript 1 refers 

to time slot labels, such that: 
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ij {1 if node i transmits to node j in time slot I 
t/ = o otherwise 

The variables t;j must satisfy the following constraints, deriving from 

the fact that nodes can transmit and receive no more than one packet 

in each slot, and from the tuning time constraint: 

. . . . 

"t ij < 1 L...J / -

"t ij < 1 L...J / -
j 

t?l + ::; 1 Vk = 1,' . " T iI =F j2 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

If all requests in R must be satisfied, the variables t;j and bj% are related 

by: 

L t;j = L L rsdbif (8) 
/ s d 

where rsd, the elements of the request matrix R, represent the number 

of packets that must be transferred from node s to node d during the 

considered scheduling period. 

Finally, we introduce the binary variables ei to identify an upper bound 

to the scheduling frame duration. The variables ei, where i is a node 

index and I the time slot label in a scheduling frame, must meet the 

following constraints: 

(9) 

(10) 
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Note that inequalities (9) and (10) force ej = 1 for all the slots from the 

beginning of the scheduling period to the end of the last transmission 

by node i. Inequality (11) forces ej = 1 for an additional tuning time, 

if not enough idle slots are available at the end of the scheduling period 

or at the beginning of the following one. 

With the above definitions, the criterion for the optimization of the 

multi-hop schedule is the minimization of the transmission period F 

satisfying: 

(12) 

This minimization requires the solution of an ILP problem and, as a 

consequence, it is NP-hard. 

The Heuristic Algorithm 

Given the complexity of the multi-hop scheduling problem, we devised 

a heuristic algorithm which, given a traffic request matrix R, efficiently 

schedules packet transmissions on an all-optical WDM/TDM broadcast

and-select networks. 

Recall that the elements r sd of the traffic request matrix R represent the 

number of packets that must be transmitted from source s to destination 

d in a scheduling period. If L(R)i is the minimum duration ofthe activity 

of node i 

L(R); = max + K;T, rr.; ) (13) 

where Ki is the number of destination nodes to which node i must 

transmit at least one packet, the length Lsh of the single-hop scheduling 

period (i.e. the period necessary to accommodate all transmissions in R 

in single-hop fashion) must satisfy: 

Lsh 2: L(R) = m?XL(R)i (14) , 
Since we assume that the successive hops of a multi-hop transmission 

occur in successive scheduling periods, we can split in two separate steps 
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the problem of defining a packet schedule that minimizes the scheduling 

period duration, hence maximizes the throughput, while allowing multi

hop transmissions. 

The first step aims at the design of a logical topology through which 

packets must be routed from sources to the destinations; i.e., at the 

definition of the set of single-hop transmissions as well as the routing 

for multi-hop transmissions. During the second step, the single-hop 

scheduling problem is solved starting from a derived traffic matrix S, 

whose elements Sij are equal to the number of packets that are to be 

transmitted in single-hop fashion from node i to node j, possibly com

prising multi-hop packet flows, according to the solution found in the 

first step. A novel heuristic single-hop scheduling procedure is proposed, 

that performs slightly better than previous proposals [8, 9], and that al

lows the achievement of scheduling period lengths very close to L(R) for 

non-negligible values of the tuning latency. 

We describe the logical topology construction process with an algorithm. 

Let s(n) represent the single-hop scheduling matrix at step n; define, for 

each node i, the length of the transmission schedule at step n. 

L(n) = " s(n) + K.T 
t L.,; tJ t (15) 

j 

The logical topology design algorithm comprises the following steps. 

1. Initialize S(O) to R: all connections are enabled (they take place 

in single-hop fashion). 

2. Among all sources of enabled connections, choose node i for which 

is maximum. 

3. Among all destinations of enabled connections whose source node 

is i, find the destination node j for which is minimum. 

4. Find a pivot node k so that > 0 and > 0, through which 

the flow i '* j could be routed in multi-hop fashion; if many such 

nodes exist, choose the one for which L(s(n))k is minimum. 
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5. If a pivot node has been found, compute the temporary matrix S* 

as follows: first S* = s(n), then sij = 0, sik = + and 
* _ (n) (n) 

Skj - Skj + Sij . 

6. If L(S*) < L(s(n)), then the rerouting of connection (i,j) takes 

place: s(n+1) = S*. 

7. Connection i -l- j is disabled. If any enabled connection is left, go 

to Step 2; otherwise S = s(n). 

In the second step, the single-hop scheduling strategy is solved using the 

following algorithm. 

For each source-destination pair (i, j), define two functions: S ource( i, j) 

which returns i and Dest(i,j) which returns j. Moreover, let A denote 

the set of assigned connections, i.e. the set of source-destination pairs 

(i, j) corresponding to packet flows whose transmission has already been 

scheduled; A is initialized to the empty set 0. For each source node i, 

define the set D( i) of destinations corresponding to already scheduled 

transmissions; D( i) is initialized to 0 for each node i. Let ts denote the 

system time and initialize = O. At the algorithm start, all sources 

and destinations are enabled. The algorithm consists of the following 

steps. 

1. Use a Maximum Weighted Matching (MWM) algorithm (see [10]) 

over the requests issued by enabled source nodes for transmission 

toward the enabled destinations, in order to find the switching 

configuration, i.e. the maximal set of concurrently active transmis

sions; for each pair (i, j) corresponding to transmissions selected 

by the MWM algorithm, put Dest(i,j) in D(Source(i,j)), put 

(i, j) in A, and disable the corresponding source and destination 

nodes. 

2. Update the traffic matrix S by subtracting all the entries corre

sponding to transmissions on connections that were just added to 
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A. 

3. For each source node i, evaluate the minimum time at which 

the node can schedule a transmission toward a destination not 

belonging to 1)( i); let t(n) be the minimum value of greater 

than ts. Update = t(n). Enable the nodes for which is 

not greater than 

4. Enable the available destinations in slot ,i.e. the destinations 

that are not receiving any packet in slot . 

5. If matrix S is null, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, consider 

Sen, the submatrix of S referring to enabled source and destination 

nodes; if Sen is not null, go back to step 1. If Sen is null, go back 

to step 3. 

Since the algorithm is based on an incremental application of the MWM 

algorithm, we shall name it IMWM (Incremental MWM). 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to provide a first indication about the effectiveness of the pro

posed multi-hop scheduling approach in all-optical WDM/TDM bro

adcast-and-select networks, we present some numerical results obtained 

by running the proposed single-hop and multi-hop scheduling algorithms 

with an approximate implementation of the MWM algorithm. 

We consider networks with a number of nodes N and a number of wave

lengths W equal to 32. One hundred different traffic matrices Rare 

randomly generated. The elements of matrix R correspond to individ

ual requests from source nodes, and are taken to be geometrically dis

tributed with mean equal to 10. The elements along the main diagonal 

are null, meaning that nodes do not transmit to themselves. 

The results of the scheduling algorithms are plotted in Figure 1 as curves 

of scheduling period duration (averaged over the 100 randomly gener-
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Figure 1: Scheduling period duration as a function of the number of 

slots necessary to tune node transmitters for the single-hop and multi

hop TAA, and single-hop and multi-hop IMWM algorithms 

ated matrices R) versus the number T of slots necessary to tune the 

transmitters. As regards the single-hop scheduling algorithm, we con

sider both IMWM, newly proposed in this paper, and TAA, originally 

proposed in [9]. For the multi-hop scheduling, we always consider our 

heuristic approach for the design of the logical topology, but again we 

consider either IMWM or TAA for the second step of the procedure. 

The curves in Figure 1 show that the gain obtained with the multi

hop scheduling algorithm can be quite remarkable, specially with long 

tuning times. Instead, the differences between the two considered single

hop scheduling algorithms do not appear to be significative, even if they 

slightly favor IMWM over TAA. 

Observe that, although not previously mentioned, we can restrict the 

algorithm to schedule packets with a limited maximum number of hops, 

aiming at reduced packet delays. In Figure 2 we show the curves of 
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Figure 2: Scheduling period duration as a function of the number of slots 

necessary to tune node transmitters for the single-hop, 2-hops, 3-hops 

and multi-hop IMWM algorithms 

the average scheduling period duration versus the tuning time in slots, 

for the case of a maximum number of hops equal to 1 (single-hop), 2, 

3, or unlimited (multi-hop). We can observe that the improvements 

are significant from 1 to 2 hops and from 2 to 3 hops, but there is 

no evident gain when no restriction on the maximum number of hops 

is imposed. Actually, the multi-hop case for some tuning delays even 

produces worse results than the 3-hop case. This is due to the fact that 

when the number of hops grows, the resulting matrix S is more difficult 

to schedule in single-hop mode. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered all-optical WDM/TDM broadcast-and-select net

works with N nodes and W = N slotted and synchronized transmission 

channels. Network nodes have one fixed receiver and one tunable trans-
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mitter with non-negligible tuning times. 

For these systems, we proposed to adopt the multi-hop scheduling of 

WDMj TDM packet transmissions. We first formally defined the multi

hop scheduling problem as an ILP (Integer Linear Programming) prob

lem. To reduce the complexity, we then described a heuristic approach 

to the problem, which runs through two steps, called the logical topol

ogy design and the single-hop scheduling. An algorithm which pro

vides a sub-optimal solution to the logical topology design problem was 

proposed. We have further introduced an algorithm for the single-hop 

scheduling problem which provides minor improvements over previously 

proposed algorithms. 

Our results show that the adoption of multi-hop scheduling algorithms 

provides important throughput advantages over single-hop scheduling. 

We also showed that limiting the maximum number of intermediate 

nodes to 2 leads to a good compromise in terms of throughput vs. delay, 

with respect to single-hop and unbounded multi-hop scheduling algo

rithms. 
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